
n  BY THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS REVIEW COMMITTEE

The MIA Financial Statements Review Committee 
(FSRC) highlights how companies should improve 
MFRS compliance in order to enhance the quality of 
Malaysian financial reporting.

HOW MFRS-
COMPLIANT 
ARE WE?
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HOW MFRS-COMPLIANT ARE WE?

2012 saw Malaysian companies 
transitioning from Financial 
Reporting Standards (“FRS”) to 
the Malaysian Financial Reporting 
Standards (“MFRS”), which is a 
milestone in Malaysia’s efforts in 
International Financial Reporting 
Standards (“IFRS”) convergence. 

The Committee has been 
monitoring compliance with 
transition provisions via the FSRC’s 
review process. Of the companies 
reviewed, 13% (2014: 18%, 2013: 
NIL) had issues transitioning from FRS to MFRS. Non-compliances included failing 
to provide disclosures relating to the effects of adopting MFRS and failing to present 
at least three statements of financial positions in the financial statements and the 
related notes, which is mandatory under MFRS 1.  

MFRS 1 “First-time Adoption 
of Malaysian Financial Reporting 
Standards” requires amongst others 
that an entity’s first MFRS financial 
statements shall include at least (3) 
three statements of financial position, 
(2) two statements of profit or loss and 
other comprehensive income, (or (2) 
two statements of profit or loss and 
(2) two statements of comprehensive 
income if presented as separate 
statements), (2) two statements of 
cash flows and (2) two statements of 
changes in equity and related notes. 

First time adopters of the MFRS are 
also required to provide reconciliations 
of equity and total comprehensive 
income reported under the previous 
GAAP to their respective values 
restated in accordance with the MFRS. 
[MFRS1.24]

Commendably, non-compliances 
were isolated with most public-listed 
companies displaying full compliance 
to the transitional requirements of 
MFRS 1. 

Following are some of the other 
common errors of non-compliance that 
companies should be alert to:

FINANCIAL GUARANTEE 
CONTRACTS

Contingent liability or financial 
liability? 

This error remains fairly common 
with 29% (2014: 24%, 2013: 45%) of the 
reviewed financial statements disclosing 
financial guarantee contracts in their 
financial statements as contingent 
liabilities in accordance with MFRS 137. 

MFRS 139 “Financial Instruments: 
Recognition and Measurement” 
defines a financial guarantee contract 
as a contract that requires the issuer to 
make specified payments to reimburse 
the holder for a loss it incurs because a 

COMMENDABLY, 
NON-COMPLIANCES 

WERE ISOLATED WITH 
MOST PUBLIC LISTED 

COMPANIES DISPLAYING 
FULL COMPLIANCE TO 

THE TRANSITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS OF 

MFRS 1.
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specified debtor fails to make payment 
when due in accordance with the 
original or modified terms of a debt 
instrument. 

Commonly, a parent company 
issues corporate guarantees to financial 
institutions to secure credit facilities 
extended to subsidiary companies. 
These corporate guarantees meet the 
definition of financial liabilities and 
shall be recognised and measured 
in accordance with MFRS 139. The 
measurement in accordance with 
MFRS 139 shall take into consideration 
the probability of default by the 
borrower resulting in an outlay of cash 
by the guarantor.

Addressing risk disclosures
MFRS 7 requires qualitative 

disclosures for each risk arising from 
financial instruments. As financial 
corporate guarantees are financial 
instruments (financial liabilities) – the 
corresponding disclosures relating to 
credit risk and liquidity risk need to be 
presented in the financial statements. 
[MFRS7.34]

An entity shall disclose, by class 
of financial instrument, the amount 
that best represents its maximum 
exposure to credit risk at the end of the 

reporting period without taking into 
account any collateral held or other 
credit enhancements. [MFRS 7.36(a)]

In addition, an entity is also required 
to disclose a maturity analysis for non-
derivative financial liabilities (including 
financial guarantee contracts) that 
shows the remaining contractual 
maturities. [MFRS7.39(a)]

In the case of issued financial 
guarantee contracts, the maximum 
amount of the guarantee is allocated 
to the earliest period in which the 
guarantee could be called. [MFRS7.
B11C(c)] In the case where the parent 
issues financial guarantee contract 
as security for the subsidiary’s 
borrowings, the maximum exposure 
shall be disclosed in the parent’ separate 
financial statements regardless of the 
probability of default.

Set out below are illustrative 
disclosures of the requirements in 
MFRS 7 in relation to credit risks and 
liquidity risks in the separate financial 
statements of the parent where the fair 
value of financial corporate guarantees 
are determined to be immaterial.

Credit risk
The maximum exposure to 

credit risk in relation to the financial 

corporate guarantees given amounts 
to RM XXX (201Y: RMXXX)  as at the 
end of the reporting period. 

DILUTED EARNINGS 
PER SHARE

If the Company does not have 
dilutive potential ordinary shares, is the 
diluted earnings per share (“DEPS”) 
disclosure still required?

MFRS 133 “Earnings per Share” 
states that an entity shall present in the 
statement of comprehensive income 
basic and diluted earnings per share 
for profit or loss from continuing 
operations attributable to the ordinary 
equity holders of the parent entity and 
for profit or loss attributable to the 
ordinary equity holders of the parent 
entity for the period for each class of 
ordinary shares that has a different 
right to share in profit for the period. 
An entity shall present basic and 
diluted earnings per share with equal 
prominence for all periods presented. 
[MFRS133.66]

Note that there is no exemption for 
presentation of DEPS on the grounds 
of anti-dilution. 

However, to simplify presentation, 
basic earnings per share (“BEPS”) and 

Carrying 
amount

Contractual 
cash flows

Under 1 year 1-2 years 3-5 years More than 
5 years

Trade payables XXX YYY Y1 Y1-2 Y3-5 Y>5

Other payables XXX YYY Y1 Y1-2 Y3-5 Y>5

Term loans XXX YYY Y1 Y1-2 Y3-5 Y>5

Bank overdraft XXX YYY Y1 Y1-2 Y3-5 Y>5

XXX YYY Y1 Y1-2 Y3-5 Y>5

Financial guarantee 
contracts*

NIL YYY Y1 - - -

* The disclosure represents the maximum liquidity risk exposure in the event of <triggering event>.

Liquidity risk
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The Financial Statements Review Committee 
(FSRC) has reviewed several financial 
statements of public-listed companies for the 
periods from July 2012 to June 2013 (“2013”), 
July 2013 to June 2014 (“2014”) and from 
July 2014 to June 2015 (“2015”). Highlighted 
below are the deficiencies commonly 
committed by preparers in their financial 
statements.

PREPARERS COMMON ISSUES

Corporate guarantee not recognised as 
a financial liability

45%
2013 2014 2015

24% 29%
Omission of disclosure of diluted earnings 
per share

27%
2013 2014 2015

24% 17%
Disclosures: Events and circumstances 
for material impairment of assets

18%
2013 2014 2015

24% 17%

Adoption of MFRS 13 “Fair value 
measurement”

0%
2013 2014 2015

0% 21%

Transition issues to MFRS 1

0%
2013 2014 2015

18% 23%

DEPS can be presented in the same line. [MFRS133.67]

DISCLOSURES: EVENTS AND 
CIRCUMSTANCES FOR MATERIAL 
IMPAIRMENT OF ASSETS

In constantly shifting market conditions, preparers need to be 
robust in their impairment assessments as assets in many industries 
will generate lower cash flows than originally expected. This inevitably 
increases the probability that assets may be impaired. Similarly, upward 
shifts may require preparers to reconsider current impairment levels 
and reverse them in view of better cash flows. 

Commendably, most preparers have carried out impairment 
exercises consistent with changing market conditions. However, 
disclosures regarding the events and circumstances that lead to 
material impairments are often lacking. 

MFRS 136 “Impairment of Assets” clearly outlines the disclosure 
requirements for each material impairment loss recognised or reversed 
during the period for an individual asset, including goodwill, or a cash-
generating unit. These include a description of events and circumstances 
that led to the recognition or reversal of the material impairment loss. 
[MFRS136.130]

However, the frequency of this error has been gradually decreasing 
over the years. (2015: 17%, 2014: 18%, 2013: 24%) 

CONCLUSION: It must be stressed that the Board of Directors 
and the management of the entity owns the responsibility in 
the preparation of financial statements under the Companies 
Act, 1965. The Audit Committee also plays an important role in 
the financial reporting process. The Audit Committee should 
strive to achieve optimal governance through the monitoring 
of compliance of financial reporting and other regulations.

Meanwhile, the auditors’ role is crucial to enhance the 
credibility of financial statements. An auditor will conduct an 
audit in accordance with the approved standards on auditing 
and should be able to obtain reasonable assurance that the 
financial statements are free of material misstatement. 

Those tasked with financial reporting should not view 
compliance with financial reporting standards as a burden. 
Instead, they should work hand in hand to improve the 
quality of financial reporting and to provide the users with 
comprehensive credible information on the financials of an 
entity. 

Above all, members should continuously strive to uphold 
the quality of financial reporting. n

HOW MFRS-COMPLIANT ARE WE?
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n  BY THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS REVIEW COMMITTEE

MFRS 13 effective for financial statements with annual 
periods beginning on or after 1 January 2013 sets out 
in a single MFRS a framework for measuring fair value 
[MFRS13.1.b]. MFRS 13 applies when other MFRS requires 
or permits fair value measurements or disclosures about 
fair value measurements with the exception of certain 
items whose measurement and disclosure requirements 

are governed by another standard. [MFRS13.5]
As with the introduction of any new standard, there is 

a relatively high rate of deficiencies – especially in relation 
to the disclosures warranted by the standard with a non-
compliance rate of 21%. 

However, there weren’t many cases of severe 
deficiencies. The common errors are discussed below.

FAIR VALUE HIERARCHY

A key disclosure of MFRS 13 is that the standard requires preparers to 
classify the reporting entity’s assets and liabilities that are measured or disclosed 
at fair values into a fair value hierarchy as provided below.

The inputs used for the 
measurement of fair values may 
involve inputs from a few levels. In 
such cases, the fair value measurement 
is categorised in its entirety in the 
same level of fair value hierarchy as the 
lowest level input that is significant to 
the entire measurement [MFRS 13.73].

The Committee is pleased to note 
that most preparers have complied 
with this disclosure requirement 
on fair value hierarchy. However, 
improvements need to be seen on the 
additional disclosures that are required 
in MFRS 13. 

Quoted prices (unadjusted) 
in active markets for 
identical assets or liabilities 
that the entity can access 
at the measurement date. 
[MFRS13.76]

Level 1
TYPES OF INPUT

Inputs other than 
quoted prices included
within Level 1 that are 
observable for the asset 
or liability, either directly 
or indirectly. [MFRS13.81]

Level 2
TYPES OF INPUT

Unobservable 
inputs for 
the asset or 
liability.
[MFRS 13.86]

Level 3
TYPES OF INPUT

“FAIR VALUE 
MEASUREMENT”
MFRS 13 IS A RELATIVELY NEW AREA IN FINANCIAL REPORTING. MIA’S FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
REVIEW COMMITTEE (FSRC) HAS UNDERSTANDABLY FLAGGED THIS AREA AS ONE WHERE 
PREPARERS WILL NEED INCREASED GUIDANCE AND MONITORING. BELOW ARE SOME OF THE 
MORE COMMON ERRORS IN NON-COMPLIANCE WITH MFRS 13.

COMPLYING WITH MFRS 13
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COMPLYING WITH MFRS 13 “FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT”

ADDITIONAL 
DISCLOSURES

Overall, MFRS 13 differentiates 
the disclosure requirements 
pertaining to assets and liabilities 
whose fair values are measured on 
a recurring (“R”) or non-recurring 
(“NR”) basis in the statement of 
financial position [MFRS 13.91(a)]. 
Common examples of assets and 
liabilities whose fair values are 

measured on a recurring and non-
recurring basis are provided as per 
Chart 1.

The Committee wishes to draw 
attention to the full list of disclosures 
required by MFRS 13 provided in 
paragraph 91 to 99 of the standard. 
However, MFRS 13 requires, at 
minimum, the disclosures listed 
in paragraph 93. These disclosure 
requirements are summarised as per 
Chart 2.

fair
value

Overall, MFRS 13 differentiates 
the disclosure requirements 

pertaining to assets and liabilities 
whose fair values are measured 

on a recurring (“R”) or non-
recurring (“NR”) basis in the 

statement of financial 
position [MFRS 

13.91(a)]. 

Recurring fair values

Financial instruments carried 
at fair value [MFRS 139]

Investment properties 
measured at fair value or 
investment properties carried 
at cost whose fair value is 
disclosed. [MFRS 140]

Non-recurring fair 
values

Non-current assets held 
for sale and discontinued 
operations [MFRS 5]

Chart 1
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COMPLYING WITH MFRS 13 “FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT”

ASSETS AND 
LIABILITIES NOT 
MEASURED AT FAIR 
VALUE, BUT WHOSE 
FAIR VALUES ARE 
DISCLOSED

For assets and liabilities which 
are not measured at fair value but 
whose fair values are disclosed, the 
preparer is required to disclose the 
information required by paragraph 
93(b), (d) and (i). However, in such 
circumstances, the preparer is not 
required to provide quantitative 
disclosures about significant 
unobservable inputs used in fair value 
measurements categorised within 
Level 3 as required by paragraph 
93(d). In addition, the preparer is 
also not required to provide the other 
disclosures required by MFRS 13 
[MFRS13.97].

The Committee wishes to 
highlight that the disclosure 
requirements mentioned above 
are mandatory to aid the users of 
financial statements gain a more 
comprehensive view of the reporting 
entity’s position as at the end of the 
reporting period. n

 
The Financial Statements Review 
Committee (“FSRC” or “the 
Committee”) of the Institute was 
set up with the aim to uphold the 
quality of financial reporting of 
public-listed entities listed on Bursa 
Malaysia.  The Committee reviews 
audited financial statements and audit 
reports that are prepared by or are 
the responsibility of members of the 
MIA, for the purpose of determining 
compliance with statutory and other 
requirements, approved accounting 
standards and approved auditing 
standards in Malaysia.

MFRS 13 
paragraph

Hierarchy 
level

Disclosure requirements Fair value measurement

Recurring Non-recurring

93(a) N/A Fair value measurement at the 
end of the reporting period.

93(a) N/A Reasons for fair value 
measurement.

93(b) N/A Fair value hierarchy (discussed 
above).

93(c) Level 1 
& 2

The amount of any transfers 
into and out of each level is to 
be disclosed and discussed 
separately. Disclosures include 
reasons for transfer and the 
entity’s policy on transfers.

93(d) Level 2 
& 3

Valuation technique(s) and 
inputs used in fair value 
measurement.

93(d) Level 3 Quantitative information on 
significant unobservable 
inputs.

93(e) Level 3 Reconciliation from opening to 
closing balances disclosing:
i gains or losses recognised 

in profit or loss
ii  gains and losses 

recognised in other 
comprehensive income

iii purchases, sales issues 
and settlements

iv transfers into Level 3.  
Transfers into and out of 
Level 3 is to be disclosed 
and discussed separately. 
Disclosures include 
reasons for transfer and 
the entity’s policy on 
transfers.

93(f) Level 3 Unrealised gains or losses 
recognised in profit or loss.

93(g) Level 3 Description of valuation 
process.

93(h) Level 3 Sensitivity analysis of fair 
value measurements to 
changes in unobservable 
inputs.

93(i) N/A If current use differs from 
highest or best use of non-
financial asset, disclosure of 
that fact and the reason for 
the departure from best use.

Chart 2
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